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CHAPTER I.
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this study is an attempt to find
out what relation there may be between certain measure-
able qualifications, and the capacity to learn to oper-
ate a typewriter with both speed and accuracy.
Many students are attempting to fit themselves
for positions as typists when it is very obvious to the
teachers and supervisors that they lack the qualifica-
tions necessary for this sort of work. The pupils are
now entered in the typewriting classes without any in-
quiry being made as to their fitness to succeed. In
fact, many of them have been advised to take typewrit-
ing either because they failed to make satisfactory
progress in other subjects, or because they needed ex-
tra credits and the pupils themselves thought typewrit-
ing an easy way to earn them.
If a method of predicting success could be found,
and if those pupils who did not measure up to the stan-
dards set could be excluded from the typewriting classes,
there would be a great deal saved--of time, on the part
of the pupils, and of money, on the part of the town
because of the greatly lessened number of "repeaters".
While it is clear that the ability to operate a
typewriter with both speed and accuracy when copying
from straight copying material does not give a good in-
dication of the student's ability to type a good
business letter, for example, it does indicate whether
or not he would make a good copyist. After all, by
far the greater number of positions open to high school
graduates have at least three times as much routine
typewriting as transcribing from dictation, and the
business man is interested in obtaining speed as well
as accuracy.
The relation between mental ability and success
in typewriting has already been measured in various
ways, as well as the relation between the ability to
succeed in typewriting and other characteristics
brought out by prognostic test and various types of
motor reaction tests.
As will be seen in the following chapter,
investigators have differed widely in their findings,
and it is obvious that there is much need for further
study along these lines.
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CHAPTER II.
SUMMARY OP RELATED INVESTIGATIONS
Several studies have been made within recent years
relating to the possibilities of forecasting success in
typewriting, but as yet no one has been successful in
setting up definite standards for the abilities necess-
ary for success in learning to operate a typewriter with
both speed and accuracy.
The following summary of some of these previously
made studies will be found valuable for purposes of
comparison.
Study of Elizabeth J. Anderson :
Miss Anderson attempted to discover Individual
subject difficulties as correlated with intelligence
quotients. All commercial subjects were used, but the
difficulties in typewriting seemed to appear with pupils
whose I. Q.'s were below 94, and it is her belief that
It is difficult to predict any measure of success in
commercial work for students whose I. Q.'s fall below the
100 point.
The criticism of her work seems to be that there were
not enough pupils tested, and school marks only were used
as criteria.
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Study of Kvanna VV. Barr :
Correlations were made between I. Q.'s and term
grades, I, Q.'s and Blackstone Test scores, and term
grades and Blackstone Test scores. The following results
were obtained:
.237 correlation between I. Q. and grades
.113 correlation between I. Q,. and scores
.467 correlation between grades and scores
This shows that there is very little relationship
between the general intelligence of a pupil and his
ability to succeed in typewriting.
Study of W. P. Book :
Book 1 s contention is that general motor ability
is one of the primary requisites for successful type-
writing and he proved his point by testing the partici-
pants in the International Typewriting Contest. He
tested all those who took part in 1923, using four types
of movements for each arm and hand: (1) The rate per
second the subject could move his forefinger with the
hand and arm held in a certain way; (2) The rate at
which he could move his hand, using the wrist as a hinge;
(3) The rate and regularity with which he could move
the forearm from the elbow joint, not moving the wrist;
(4) The rate he could move the upper arm, using the
muscles of the shoulder and upper arm.
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The results he obtained showed that those writing
the greatest number of net words in the contest had
the highest record in the motor ability tests, and that
they ranged down the scale in almost perfect correlation.
He also found that those who had a greater amount of
this native ability were able to proceed at a much faster
rate than those who possessed it to less degree, and that
those who did not possess this ability were unable to
reach the speed of the others even with great training.
Book, however, does not believe that motor ability alone
is essential, but that a certain amount of mental control
is also necessary--and for this purpose he believes an
intelligence test is satisfactory.
Study of Li lah Bradford :
Miss Bradford correlated intelligence quotients with
fifteen-minute typewriting tests, which were ranked and
weighted to take into consideration the number of weeks
spent in typewriting practice. As a result of this cor-
relation, she concluded that many factors other than that of
mental ability as measured by intelligence testing
enter into the making of good typists, and "it would seem
unreasonable to make the plea that we cannot produce good
typists because our students rate low in mental ability".
Among those tested, the student with the highest I. Q,.
(124) had a typewriting ability of 87, while the one with
the lowest I. Q,. (67) had a typing ability of 93.
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Study of L. Gilbert Pake :
Mr. Dake made a study of the pupils enrolled in
typewriting in the City of St. Louis for the purpose of
finding out whether or not some typewriting students are
doomed to failure. He reached the conclusion that ex-
cessive failure in typewriting is not necessary. He
believes that the most important factor is the ability
to concentrate, and that the next most important factor
is the motivation provided by the teachers. It is his
contention that only by concentrated attack on the pro-
blems of motivation and concentration by both teachers
and students will the pupils realize success instead of
failure.
Study of Miss Easterbrook and Miss Vavra :
Intelligence tests and substitution tests were
given for purposes of predicting typewriting ability
and preventing failures. From the results of these tests
the following conclusions were drawn:
1. The Intelligence Quotient furnishes a good in-
dication of ability to acquire typewriting skill.
2. The substitution test gives a fairly good
prognosis of the ability to learn typewriting.
3. These two factors taken together form an almost
perfect prognosis.
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Study of M. Alice Miller ;
The pxirpose of Miss Miller's study was to determine
the correlation existing between the I. Q. of a group of
high school pupils, and their ability to acquire skill in
typewriting as measured by standardized tests and semester
grades. The correlation of .3318 found between the I. Q.'s
and Blackstone Typewriting Test scores, and the correlation
of .2634 between the I. Q.'s and the class grades are too
low to justify the use of intelligence tests alone in pre-
dicting success in typewriting.
She believes that "special aptitude tests of special
mental functions may prove to be more reliable means of
predicting the degree of skill which the individual may
acquire in the field of typewriting."
Study of Cecil Puckett:
As a result of investigations carried on by Mr. Puckett
in which he attempted to determine the amount of correlation
between mental capacity and grades in typewriting, the fol-
lowing conclusions were reached:
1. The greater mental capacity a student has the better
he can do his typewriting.
2. Grades given in typewriting have a close correla-
tion with I. Q.
3. Grades given in typewriting are representative of
the ability of the student and are pretty well on the level
with the grades given in the other subjects in the course
of study.
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Study of John H. Overholtzer :
Intelligence quotients of the students were ascer-
tained through the Terman Group Tests, and mechanical
ability was measured "by the MacQ,uarrie Mechanical Aptitude
Tests.
His findings were that typewriting test scores cor-
related with intelligence quotients showed a positive re-
lationship of .39 "between the two sets of scores, and that
typewriting test scores which were correlated w ith average
scores made up of intelligence quotients and prognostic
test scores showed a positive relationship of .55. His
evaluation of his study is that it gives a good indica-
tion of the place of intelligence tests in prognostic test-
ing in learning to operate a typewriter.
Study of f * M. Wood ;
Terman group intelligence tests were given to all
Typewriting I, II, and III students. The results of a
fifteen minute speed test for second and third year stu-
dents and a five minute test for first year students were
correlated, and the following results obtained:
1. The highest correlation was .31 and the lowest
.102, growing less with each succeeding grade.
2. The intelligence quotient of a student does not ,
determine his success in typewriting.
3. In advanced classes in typewriting, students gen-
erally increase in rate of attainment as measured by speed
-9-
and accuracy in relation to the amount of tyrewri tine-
taken previously, regardless of the grade in which they
are enrolled.
4. The more advanced the grade in which students
are enrolled when they commence typewriting, the greater
their rate of attainment for beginning typewriting.
Comment :
It will be noted, upon inspection of the results of
these studies, that four of the authors believe that the
I. I. is a good and reliable indication of ability to
acquire typewriting skill, while four of the others con-
tend th.it it has little bearing on the case, and that
those with high I. :V s will find difficulty in learning
to type just as often as those with low I. Q.'s.
The fact that so many studies along similar lines
have been made proves that the field is not wholly a new
one, but so far no criterion has been universally accepted
as reliable enough to warrant its use in vocational guid-
ance work, nn the other hand, however, it is obvious
that there is a definite need for further research, since
earlier investigators have such wide differences of opinion.
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CHAPTER III .
STATEMENT OF PROCEDURE
General Statement of Facts Concerning Experiment :
The problem which has been undertaken in the prepara-
tion of this thesis, then, is to find whether or not it is
possible to forecast typewriting ability before a student
has wasted a year or more of his time as well as a goodly
amount of the money appropriated by the town or city for
his year's education.
Link, in his "Employment Psychology", (16) says:
"The need for 'speeding up the world's business' has been
met in part by improved machines; the schools provide im-
proved methods of instruction; it remains for the student of
research to discover valid methods of determining what
students may most profitably take up the study of type-
writing. The potential and actual ability of the indivi-
dual must be known before the training of that individual
can be decided upon with intelligence."
The problem in this case has been limited for the
most part to the acquirement of proficiency in machine
operation, not going beyond the copyist level, for it is
a commonly accepted fact that much more than machine
operation enters into the making of a good typist. Even
in simple machine operation, such things as reading, spell-
ing, general mentality, mental alertness and correct motor
response must enter in.
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Descrlptions of Tests Given :
In September, 1932, all students in the typewriting
classes of the Agawam High School were given Terman Group
Intelligence Tests, Form B. Since there are no mid-year
promotions in this school, the classes were divided into
three groups—Typewriting I, those just beginning the
study of typewriting; Typewriting II, those who were en-
tering upon their second year; and Typewriting III, those
who were starting their third year*s work. "Repeaters"
in each grade were omitted from the list of tabulations,
since it is obvious that they would not fall into their
proper places if included with those who started type-
writing a year later.
In September, 1933, similar tests were given to all
those just beginning the study of typewriting, the only
exception being that Group A tests were used at this time.
The Stanford-Binet Soale was used in determining the
mental age equivalent of each score, and the Inglis In-
telligence Distinct Values Scale was used in converting
the mental age into the intelligence quotient.
Next, both in September 1932 and in September 1933,
Hoke Prognostic Tests for Stenographic Ability were given.
These tests, while serving mainly for prognostic purposes
in the field of shorthand, also test for abilities which
are requisite for success in tjrpewriting. They are com-
posed of a battery of seven tests: Motor Reaction, Speed
of Writing, Quality of Writing, Speed of Reading, Memory,
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Spelling, and Substitution of Symbols. The motor reac-
tion test, which consists of making marks in a series of
"boxes", requires a sort of movement of the fingers, wrist
or arm which is somewhat similar to that required in tap-
ping typewriter keys or in making shorthand characters.
The reading, memory and spelling tests may be said without
question to test skills needed for even the most simple
of typewriter manipulation.
The reaction time test, which was given to all stu-
dents as soon as possible after the intelligence and prog-
nostic tests, consisted of tapping with a stylus on a metal
board attached to an electric counter. The pupils tapped
for fifteen seconds with the right hand, and then for fif-
teen seconds with the left hand. This test was given
twice, and a composite of the scores was taken.
While primarily testing wrist action, it has been
previously proved that finger action can usually be in-
duced where good wrist action is present.
Description of Criteria :
Regular counted typewriting tests, such as those for-
merly sent out by the typewriter companies, were used to
measure the abilities of the pupils, comparisons being
made with the net score as found according to the rules of
the International Typewriting Contest. These scores are
standard, inasmuch as they are of the same intensity of
subject matter, and instead of being graded by words, are
graded with an average of five strokes to a word.
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Instead of giving tests to all pupils the same day,
(as was done in some of the related investigations in
Chapter II), it was thought best to use the results of a
Typewriting Progress Chart (Woodstock Typewriter Company,
Publishers) on which are recorded all improved tests on
which not over five errors in the fifteen minutes were
made. This really shows the ability of the student not
only to make a certain number of net words per minute
but to keep down errors to a maximum of five. It also
helps to eliminate the hindrance of "nerves", since it
is not the result of one test that is used, but the best
test which the student has been able to write.
While it is common knowledge that teachers' marks
are extremely unreliable, it was decided to make corre-
lations with the final grades, as well as with these
speed and accuracy tests. A study, completed in June,
1933, and submitted as a Master's Thesis by the principal
of the Agawam High School (28), tested the reliability
of each teacher's marks in comparison with an average
distribution. Table I shows the three-year accumulation
of the author's marks in contrast with the corrected dis-
tribution, which shows that, although a little high, they
conform rather olosely to the general curve. The explana-
tion of this is given in the following quotation from the
thesis: "As she had classes made up of girls, and as
these girls were for the most nart from the upper grades,
-14-
It is quite natural that her frequency polygon should
show a decided p >sitive skewness, as it has been shown
that girls average higher than boys in their school work."
Taken in connection with the results shown by the
standard speed and accuracy tests, they may at least
help to give an idea of the prognostic values of the
different tests involved.
-15-
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OHAPTER IV.
PRESENTATION OF DATA OBTAINED
The following table shows the number of pupils
tested each year in each of the three classes:
TABLE II
1932 1933 Total
Typewriting I 41 63 104
Typewriting II 23 24 47
Typewriting III 15 19 34
79 106 185
Original tests were not given in 1933 to members
of the two advanced groups, so their net speeds and
grades were correlated with their previous I. Q's
and scores.
From this point on, data will be presented first
for work done in the year 1933-33, and then for work
done in 1933-34.
Tables III, IV, and V show all the data obtained
during the first year's testing program, together with
the chronological ages of the students.
It should be remembered, in endeavoring to
interpret these scores, that the net speed is the result
not of any one test but the greatest number of words
the student has succeeded in writing at any time during
the year, but including no test with over five errors
in the fifteen minutes.
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TABLE III
RESULTS OF TESTING PROGRAM IN TYPEWRITING I GROUP
(193S-33)
Jr ix ij x x A B c D E F
A 1 6-10U X KJ 117 544 106 41 93
B 16-5 80 335 103 33 60
c 15-5 99 434 134 18 43
D 16-1 108 368 104 30 58
E 16-8 84 405 93 30 81
F 15-11 89 437 81 44 85
G 15-7 93 453 88 31 67
H 19-6 95 407 90 18 53
I 15-7 95 383 83 18 45
j 14-11 80 359 89 46 90
K 16-7 82 359 96 48 88
L 15-5 94 368 99 30 73
M 15-5 91 418 101 34 60
N 16-6 88 367 91 33 60
o 15-0 108 390 85 14 40
P 16-8 83 374 98 34 67
15-1 115 443 89 37 76
R 14-7 106 310 104 36 67
s 18-9 97 563 116 41 70
T 15-8 103 433 113 31 58
u 14-5 103 461 108 39 74
v 15-9 118 493 97 34 86
w 14-7 105 437 94 39 58
x 14-4 115 498 96 36 85
y
n
14-7 105 417 103 33 78
7 15-9 86 434 93 35 76
A
'
15-2 103 413 96 30 48
1 4-1
1
X "X XX 101 394 85 34 73
1 6-7 85 389 113 38 68
J- *J X 108 394 79 36 60
E 1 15-3 95 437 113 33 68
F 15-4 103 461 85 36 86
G» 18-0 81 366 113 36 68
H 1 15-8 81 330 87 14 38
1 1 14-0 103 396 90 34 68
J
'
16-3 94 399 90 14 45
K' 16-3 93 383 99 43 80
L' 14-7 100 417 79 35 89
M« 15-7 93 '401 96 16 43
N 1 14-3 133 481 83 33 69
0' 17-1 83 367 99 40' 83
A. Chronological Age
B. Intelligence Quotient
C. Hoke Prognostic Score
D. Reaction Time Score
E. Greatest dumber of Net Words
F. Final Average Mark
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TABLE IV.
RESULTS OF TESTING PROGRAM IN TYPEWRITING II GROUP
(193E-33)
Pupil A B C D F
A 16-0 94 460 98 54 88
B 16-7 87 349 83 42 72
C 15-5 111 423 100 44 74
D 17-5 98 484 111 54 77
E 15-6 112 503 96 50 86
F 18-0 87 4-65 92 38 70
G 15-1 106 442 82 48 72
H 15-6 89 450 92 40 52
I 15-4 103 437 99 54 79
J 15-6 114 453 93 54 88
K 16-9 92 424 107 52 89
L 17-1 89 392 116 48 68
M 15-0 98 451 99 68 85
N 15-2 117 495 96 46 80
15-3 110 536 96 58 88
P 16-4 91 397 119 56 82
% 16-6 92 519 90 50 68
R 18-2 87 519 99 54 67
S 15-7 104 464 112 50 71
T 17-1 84 412 112 56 79
U 17-6 90 396 91 44 80
V 15-10 121 595 107 58 90
1 16-1 98 515 105 42 74
A. Chronological Age
B. Intelligence iQuotient
C. Hoke Prognostic Score
D. Reaction Time Score
E. Greatest Number of Net Words
F. Final Average Mark
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TABLE V
RESULTS OF TESTING PROGRAM IN TYPEWRITING III GROUP
(1932-33)
Pupil A B D E F
A 16-1 95 537 103 66 86
B 16-2 100 443 111 56 79
C 17-9 89 554 89 60 84
D 17-1 92 485 110 58 80
E 17-3 102 491 86 54 78
F 17-10 76 410 92 52 80
G 16-5 108 591 102 64 86
H 18-8 74 355 106 48 72
I 16-7 88 478 92 48 76
J 16-10 95 494 92 58 74
K 17-2 97 559 105 76 90
L 17-6 79 495 94 48 70
M 17-8 84 445 100 52 78
N j. i —w 105 539 104 54 88
16-2 97 538 101 60 83
A. Chronological Age
B. Intelligence Quotient
C. Hoke Prognostic Score
D. Reaction Time Score
E. Greatest Number of Net Words
F. Final Average Mark
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The final average mark is the mark for the year's
work in typewriting, including not only speed, but num-
ber and accuracy of copies from the text, as well as
all the factors which enter into a regular typewriting
course
.
TABLES VI-XXII on the pages immediately following
show the correlations worked out for the three typewriting
groups between--
1. the I. Q. and net speed;
2. the I. Q. and final averages;
3. prognostic scores and net speed;
4. prognostic scores and final averages;
5. reaction time tests and net speed; and
6. reaction time tests and final average.
The Rank-Difference Method of computing the coeffi-
cient of correlation was used, making use of Spearman's
"Footrtile" formula: R
= 1 %
1 S
, and then finding "r"
N - 1
by substituting in a corresponding table, based on the
formula: r - 2 cos
-j- (1 - R) - 1 in which R - 1 -
SI4S_ and -g? :60°.
All of the statistical calculations were performed
three times, and all additions were checked on an add-
ing machine. A summary of the results of the correlations
will be found in TABLES XXIV on page 39.
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TABLI VI, showing computation of coefficient of correlation
between I. Q. and highest net speed obtained in Typewriting I
—
1932-33.
Fupil I. Q,. Speed I. Q,. Rank
A 117 43tx
aLJ 80 22 40*
nv 99 18 19
1 OR PO 7
84 30 r?4
J. 89 44 30
nT 93 21 26*
H11 95 18 22
TX 95 18XvJ 22
T 80 46 40*
TTIV 82 48 36*
Xj 94 30 24*
M 91 24 29
In 88 PP ox
o 108 14XTT 7
83 24 35
115 27 4*
p,X\ 106 26 9
ao Q 7 pn
JL 103X V/
w
21 13
TTW 103-L W K-> 39 13
v 118 34 2
w 1 05 ov 1 0*xvg
A 1 1 5X X <J v 4*f10*xv aVi 3 05 7)2
7 7>2
A ' 1 0?X W C~i 15*xV2
P ta 1 7x /
c. »V 33
D' 108 26 7
E' 95 32 22
F 1 102 36 15*
38*
38*
G 1 81 26
H» 81 13
I' 103 24 13
J' 94 14 24*
TO 92 43 28
L' 100 35 18
M' 93 16 26*
N' 132 32 1
0' 82 40 36*
Sq. of
Speed Rank Differences diff
.
f
^4 pi
pr4 IP
-L lo 144
36 17 PRQ
Pfi 7 ft
17* 16*
P7 7PQ
30* 1 ft16
36 14 196
14
2 38* 1482-i
1 352 1 PfioJ-X K>W ^
1 7* 7
26 9
P8* 2*& 2
32*
6*
1056+XW \J \J ^
26 9 81
PO<jV 15h 240x
PP 13 169
"
5*
30|
14* 210f
17ix i 2 706?
Qo 5V 25
1 Pix&2 10* noj
22% 50 6i
9*» 2 5 25
X«J 4*^2 20^
<s4
aO
17*X / 2
12g ^2
14 196
22 15 225
15 7 49
9*
22
6 36
16*
2*
272i
41 6t
26 . 13 169
39* 15 225
4 24 576
11 7
11*
49
38 132i
15 14 196
7 29* 870|
287 287 11,47?*
£D2 = 11,473.5 p = 1 -
6 x 11473.5
41(41 2 - 1)
z 1 .
68841
= 1 - 1.00 or .00
68880
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TABLE VII, showing computation of coefficient of cor-
relation between I . Q . and highest net speed obtained in
Typewriting II
—
1932-33
:
1P1 1 Speed
Sq. of
I. Q
.
I. Q. Rank Speed Rank Differences dlff
.
+
A
tx 94 54 13 8 5 25
D 87 42 20 204 i
r>w 111 44 D i at18f 134 182^
98 54 11 Qo 3 9
Xf
Li 112 50 4 13 9 81
TP 87 38 20 23 3 9
106 48 7 154 Qh 72f
204rl 89 40 174 22 44
TI 103 54 9 8 1 1
TJ 114 54 3 8 e 25
K. 92 52 144 11 34 I2t
TL 89 48 174 154 2 4
M 98 68 11 1 10 100
N 117 46 2 17 15 225
110 58 o 2
¥ 34 12ip 91 56 16 44 ii4 lOcf
Q 92 50 144 13 i| 24
R 87 54 20 8 12 144
S 104 50 8 13 5 25
T 84 56 22 44 17| 306i
U 70 44 23 184 44 20i
V 121 58 1 f204
X
f 2f90|w 98 42 11 94
75 75 1501
- 1501. p - 1 - 6 * I 501 = 1 - = x . .74 _ .ge
23(232 - 1) 12144
By substituting .26 in the corresponding table, we find that r = .271
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TABLE VIII, showing computation of coefficient of cor-
relation between I. Q. and highest net speed obtained inTypewriting III—1932-33:
Pup_il I. Q. Speed I. o. Rank Speed Rank Differences
S
diff!
"T 5 ~ "
A 95 66 2 5i 301
B 100 56 4 8 4 16
C 89 60 10 4i 30i
D 92 58 9 si 2i 6i
E 102 54 3
*i 42i
F 76 52 14
•i
G 108 64 1 3 2 4
H 74 48 15 14 1 1
I 88 48 11 14 3 9
J 95 58 7i 6* 1 1
K 97 76
•f 1 201
L 79 48 13 14 1 1
M 84 52 12 ui * i4
N 105 54 2 56f
97 60 5i *» 1 1
24 24 225
£D2 = 225. p - 1 - 6 X 535 = 1 - 1350 = 1 - .40 = .60
15(152 - 1) 3360
By substituting .60 in the corresponding table, we find that
r = .618
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TABLE IX, showing computation of coefficient
of correlation between I. Q. and final average mark
obtained in Typewriting I — 1932-33:
Pupil I. Q. Average I . Q. Rank Average Rank Differences
+ -
Sq. of
diff
.
A 117 92
B 80 60
c 99 42
D 108 58
E 84 81
F 89 85
G 93 67
H 95 52
I 95 45
J 80 90
K 82 88
L 94 72
M 91 60
N 88 60
108 40
P 83 67
Q 115 76
R 106 67
S 97 70
T 103 58
U 103 74
V 118 86
w 105 58
X 115 85
Y 105 78
Z 86 76
A' 102 48
B» 101 72C 85 68
D« 108 60
E • 95 68
F» 102 86
G« 81 68
H' 81 38
I' 103 68
J« 94 45
K 1 92 80
L' 100 89
M' 93 42
N • 132 69
0' 82 82
28i
38§
32
10
H
25
34
36i
2
4
\<o\
28*
28*
40
25
13^
25
18
32
15
B*
32
7*
12
13|
35
Vo\
21*
28*
21}
5|
21t
41
,21|
11
3
38^
19
9
2
12
24
22?
if
38*
32f
8
10
18^
11
10
17
17
15
27*
19^
25
12
14*
33
9
16
19
2
21*
3
i9i
2ii
8*
12
12
18
4
144
380£
625
576
506^
144
210i
1482i
1056^
64
1
1089
100
81
256
'4
361
4
12i
462^
9
2
i342*
380|
132^
462^
i+
100
289
6
i72£
144
289
225
144
324
756£
273| 273i 11249
ZD2 = 11249. p - 1 - 6 x 11249 = l _ 67494 = i _ .98 or .02
41 (412 _ 1) 68880
By substituting .02 in the corresponding table, we find that r - .021
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TABLE X, showing computation of coefficient of
correlation between I. Q. and final average mark ob-
tained in Typewriting II—1933-33:
Pupil I. Q. Average I. Q. Rank Ave . Rank Differences
AA £7 *x oo n 3
PU 07O f 7?
n 74-
u 77 11
IF IIP oo A*X
TP O r 70
(I
_LW vj 72 7
n 52WW x r p
TX 79 Q
J 114 88 3
K 93 89 14*
17$L 89 68
M 89 85 11
N 117 80 3
110 88 6
P 91 83 16
Q 93 67
R 87 68 30
S 104 71 8
T 84 79 33
U 70 80 33
V 131 90 1
W 98 74 11
4
16*
i4
13
6
19
16*
83
111
4
3
30^
7
9*
4
8
33
20|
18
11*
9*
1
14*
f
9
3|
12*
4
3
8
10*
13*
7^
7*
I
10
8*
Sq. of
diff
.
81
13*
90*
4
4
1
90*
30*
6*
1
156*
9
16
56£
4
64
5S|
100
110*
183*
13tjT
64 64 1087
^D2 = 1087. p = 1 6 x X°87— = 1 - 6533 = 1 - .54 = .46
23(333 - 1) 13144
By substituting .46 in the corresponding table, we find that r = .477
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TABIlE XI, showing computation of coefficient of
correlation "between I. Q,. and final average mark ob-
tained in Typewriting III—1932-33:
Sq. of
pupil I . Q, . Average I . Q, . Rank Ave . Rank Differences diff
.
f
A 95 86 7i 3i 4 16
B 100 79 4 9 5 25
c 89 84 10 5 5 25
D 92 80 9 7i ii H
E 102 78 3 ioi 7i 56i
P 76 80 14 7i 42i
G 108 86 1 m 6t
H 74 72 15 14 1 1
-r
I 88 fO X± 1 9 i 1
J 95 74 7# 13 30i
K 97 90 5i 1 4i 20i
L 79 70 13 15 2 4
M 84 78 12 ioi 1* 2i
N 105 88 2 2
97 83 5i 6
X
s
i
24 24 232
£T> 2 - ^2 t) - 1 - 6 x 232 _ X . 1392 X _ .41 .59D r P
- 15(15* - 1) 3360
By substituting .59 in the corresponding table, we find that r = .608
-27-
TABLE XII, showing computation of coefficient of cor-
relation between Hoke Prognostic Test Scores and highest
net speed obtained in Typewriting I--1932-33:
pupil Score Speed Score Rank Speed Rank
A A 1 o& 'S
1-
2
B GOD oo oy ^°2
C
A <~2 A4o4 lo 1 1 A
fsolOCi g
OD
D ODO on <J«J
E 4U0 ^noU 91 1 7i
F 4:07 'ift i n 3
G 4oo 151C,± Qo 30*
H 407 18 on O \J
I ooO lo <sy 2 36
TJ
ACfto 17 l s 2
K
L
3o9
ODO
A Q
ou
O/o
O^g
]_
17*
M 418 9 A 1 filO Pfi
N *zft r?06 / OO oft g 28*
o»u 1 AJ- ft 97 39*
P O /f± 31 26
Q A AO Ci 1 q 20
R 0JLU 9ft 4-1 22
S 562 41 1
mT A rK rl.•±oo 91fix 13 30*
TTU A ft 1ftol O 17 D 2 8
12*ITV ftyo ^AOft A
w 42 / 9D 1 Ai- 33
9*X 4y8 riftOo
Y 417 0<2 1 7i 15-L.
Z 434 O K25 111
A' 413 2U 1 Q 33
B' 394 34 *JDg 12*
G' 389 do 9R 19
Tit
E' 427 32
25*
14*
22
15
F' 461 36 el- 9*
G« 366 26 se 22
H» 330 13 40 41
I' 396 24 24 26
J' 399 14 23 39|
K' 383 43 29*
17*
4
L* 417 35 11
M* 401 16 22 38
W 481 32 5 15
0' 367 40 34& 7
Differences
~;
—
—
~
IQi
3*
35|
36*
15
6
5
19
2*
25*
4
27%
239*
3i
24|
2
22|
16
6*
10
12*
11
4*
17|
8f18|
©I
124
16
10
239*
Sq. of
diff
.
12*
110$
14 196
13 169
9 81
s* 12i
2
3 9
14 196
1 1
2 4
16| 272
600|
12|
49
506i
256
42|
1260*
13321
225
100
36
156*.
25
121
361
20^
306$
2*
72
342t
42*
156^
i
650-1 -
421:-
256
100
756i
8899
o 6 x 8899 ] 55594 _ 1 _ .78 or .22
£DZ z 8899. p = 1 - il (41% - 1) Z
1 68880 "
By substituting .22 in the corresponding table, we find
that r
=
.230
-28-
TABLE XIII, showing computation of coefficient of
correlation between Hoke Prognostic Test and highest
net speed obtained in Typewriting II—1932-33:
Pupil Score Speed Score Rank Speed Rank Differences
+ -
Sq. of
cliff
.
A 460 54 11 8 3
B 349 42 23
?£! 2iC 423 44 18 18| s
D 484 54 8 8
E 503 50 6 13 7
F 465 38 9 23 14
G 442 48 15 i2
H 450 40 14 22 8
I 437 54 16 8 8
J 453 54 12 8 4
K 424 52 17 11 6
L 392 48 22 1§# 6*
M 451 68 13 1 12
N 495 46 7 17 10
536 58 2 2| 2
P 397 56 20 4* 15|
Q 519 50
si
13
R 519 54 8
S 464 50 10 13 m
m
3
T 412 56 19 4*
U 396 44 21 m
2jV 595 58 1
islW 515 42 5 20-1
1
4
9
6
i
49
196
64
64
16
36
42^
144
100
i
240|
9Of
20$
9
810|
6
!2—
240|
74| 74* 1546
*D2 = 1541. p = 1 - 6 X 1546
—
23(23^ - 1)
- 1 - 9276
12144
= 1 - .76 = .24
By substituting .24 in the corresponding table, we find that
r = .251
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TABLE XIV, showing computation of coefficient of
correlation between score made on Hoke Prognostic Tests,
and highest net speed obtained in Typewriting III—1932-33-
Score Speed Score Rank Speed Rank Differences
Sq. of
diff.
t
A 537 66 6 2 4 16
B 443 56 13 8 5 25
C 554 60 3 4i H
D 485 58 10 6i 3#
E 491 54 9 4 i i4
F 410 52 14 2i i|
G 591 64 1 3 2 4
H 355 48 15 14 1 1
I 478 48 11 14 3 9
J 494 58 8 6* li
K 559 76 2 1 1 1
L 495 48 7 14 7 49
M 445 52 12 111 2 i4
N 539 54 4 5i 30i
538 60 5 i4
19+ 19i 159
*t^2 -, 6 x 159 i 954
^D = 159. P = 1 - 15(152 _ 1) = 1
- 33BU = 1 " *29 = ' 72
By substituting .72 in the corresponding table, we find that
r - .736
-RO-
TABLE XV, showing computation of coefficient of
correlation between Hoke Prognostic Test Scores and
final average mark obtained in Typewriting 1—1932-33:
Put?11 Score Average Score Rank Average Rank
1
28+
38*
32
10
7*
25
3\
36*
2
4
16+
28*
28|
40
25
13*
25
18
32
5*
7*
12
13*
35
16*
2l|
28*
21+
5*
2ii
41
21*
36*
11
3
38*
19
9
A 544 92
B 335 60
G 434 42
D 368 58
E 405 81
F 437 85
G 453 67
H 407 52
I 383 45
J 359 90
K 359 88
L 368 72
M 418 60
N 367 60
390 40
P 374 67
Q 442 76
R 310 67
S 562 70
T 433 58
U 461 74
V 493 86
W 427 58
X 498 85
Y 417 78
Z 434 76
A 1 413 48
B 1 394 72C 389 68
D 1 394 60
E' 427 68
E « 461 86
G 1 366 68
H 1 330 38
I' 396 68
J' 399 45
383 80
L 1 417 89
M* 401 42
N 1 481 69
O 1 367 82
37*
37*
16
8
34*
27
31
9
41
1
f
14*
3
17*
11*
19
25*
28
25*
14*
6*
36
40
24
23
29
17s
22
5
34*
Difference
+•
1
10*
*
11
2*
35f33*
16
6
6
16
5*
9
6*
14*
2*
18*
14*
25*
27*
17
14
7
12*
13
4*
17
19
8*
1*
17i
2
16
3
7
13*
16*
14
236* 236*
Sq. of
diff
.
1
HOi
756|
!
121
6*
289
196
49
1260i
1122$
256
156i
36
169
36
20i
256
289
361
li
306|
204
30i
4
256
81
42i
9
49
1
210i
1
6i
182$
342f
210$
272i
196
650$
8435$
,~2 q;,« oC -1 6 x 8435.25 , 50611.50 n v, rtr, 07
- 8435.25. P = 1 - 4l(4l2 _ -l) = 1 " *%H580 * 1 " -73 o .27
By substituting .27 in the corresponding table, we find that r = .282
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TABLE XVI, showing computation of coefficient of
correlation between Hoke Prognostic Test Scores and final
average mark obtained in Typewriting II—1932-33:
Score Average Score Rank Ave . Rank Differences
Sq. of
diff
.
ftA oooo XJl
•RD ^AQ 7P 93o*j
74 1 ft
AP.A 77 Do
"FTHi Ou \j
r 7n Q£7
rj. 7P 15
TI
IX 4^0 BP 14
I 437 79 16
J 453 88 12
K 424 89 17
L 392 68 22
M 451 85 13
N 495 80 7
536 88 2
P 397 82 20
Q 519 67 3|
R 519 68 »
S 464 71 10
T 412 79 19
U 396 80 21
V 595 90 1
W 515 74 5
4
16|
i4
13
6
19
16^
23
Hi
4
2
20*
7
9*
4
8
22
20-|
18
Hf
1
14*
7
6f3t
8
15
1*
12
7i
Ill
10
1*
2*
2
18*
17
8
9*
49
42i
12?
25
100
2?
81
20i
64
225
2f
36
si
4
144
342i
289
64
56|
132?
90?
83 83 1787*
6 x 1787.5
s 1 -
10725
s ! . . 8812144
By substituting .12 in the corresponding table, we find that
r - .126
.12
-32-
TABLE XVII, showing computation of coefficient of
correlation between Hoke Prognostic Test Scores and final
average mark obtained in Typewriting III—1932-33:
of
xpil Score Average Score Rank Ave . Rank Differences diff
+•
A 537 86 6 3* 2h 6*
B 443 79 13 9 4 16
G 554 84 3 5 2 4
D 435 80 10 n 6i
E 491 78 9 10| 1* 2i
P 410 80 14 7* 6i<> 42i
G 591 86 1 5| 2* 4
H 355 72 15 14 1 i
I 478 76 11 12 1 i
J AQA 74/ Qo 13 5 25
K 559 90 2 1 1 1
L 495 70 7 15 8 64
M 445 to 12 10* 2|
N CZ T C\539 Q Q 4 2 ao 4
538 83 5 6 1 1
21 21 182|
ID2 . 182.5 p = 1 - £ y 3-83 _15(15^- 1) " 1
.
1095
_ i
3360
- .33 = .67
By substitutingI .67 in the corresponding table, we find that
r - .687
-33-
TABLE XVIII, showing computation of coefficient of
mSpJ? npt betw«en scores made on Reaction Time Test andhighest e speed obtained in Typewriting 1—1932-33:
Pupil Speed Score Rank Speed Rank Differences
~ ~
Sq. of
diff
.
A 106 41 8
B 102 22
C 134 18 1
D 104 20 9*
E 93 30 24*
F 81 44 39
G 88 21 32
H 90 18 28
I 82 18 394
J 89 46 3Q4
K 96 48 20*
L 99 30 15
M 101 24 13
N 91 22 26
85 14 35
P ' 98 24 17
Q 89 27 30*
R 104 26 9i
S 116 41 2
T 113 21 3*
U 108 39 7
V 97 34 18
w 94 29 23
X 96 36 204
11*
24f20*
Y 102 32
z 93 25
A» 96 20
B» 85 34 35
C» 112 28 5*
404D» 79 26
E' 113 32 3f
F» 85 36 35
G* 112 26 5*
H' 87 14 33
I* 90 24 28
J' 90 14 28
R» 99 43 15
L« 79 35 40*
M» 96 16 20*
N 1 82 32 37*
0' 99 40 15
§4 2* Rl
28* 1 7 o o oc89
36 OO T O C c
33 23-^
17* 7
3 36 ley D
30*^2 1*x 2
36 o 64
36 1*2 © ief
2 2ft* 812^
oeu—1 19*x ^ 3
17*
' 2 2i
26 J- «-> IDs
28*
39* a*2 <s0—
26
104
Qy
20
22 1 2^
5*w 2 If°2 t pi
30* / c y
8 1 iX
12* 5* OUt
33 1UU
9* TOT
15 3* x<£y
24 12
33 i£ s T Rfil
12*2 224 OUDTf
19 134XOg xoc d
22 18* 34 2A
15 11* 1324
25t 650*
22 16* 2 724
41 8 64
26 2 4
39* 11* 132-1
4 11 121
11 29* 8 7 Or1
38 17* 306A
15 22* 506*
7 8 64
263* 263* 10,543*
*D = 10543.5 p = 1 - 6 x 10543.5
r2-
= l - 63261
41 (41* - 1) 68880
By substituting .08 in the corresponding table, we find that r
.92 or .08
.084
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TABLE XIX, showing computation of coefficient of
correlation between Reaction Time Test and highest net
speed obtained in Typewriting II—1933-33:
Score Speed Score Rank Speed Rank Differences
Sq. of
diff
.
A 98 54 13
B 83 42 22
C 100 44 9
D TIT111 54 5
E 96 50 15
F 92 38 1 nl1°TT
G 82 48 23
H 92 40 18£
I 99 54 11
J 93 54 17
K 107 52 e|
L 116 48 2
M 99 68 11
N 96 46 15
96 58 15
P 119 56 1
Q 90 50 21
R 99 54 11
S 112 50 3|
T 112 56 3f
U 91 44 20
V 107 58 a*
w 105 42 8
8
30|
18j
8
13
23
15|
22
8
8
11
15|
1
17
Z\4
13
8
13
4
J
18f
2f204
5
1*
2
3
9
10
13§
8
3
a
9|
3
4
ft*
4
¥13*
9*
1
12^
67 67 1123
= 1133 1 - 6 x 1123 - 1
23(23^-1)
6738 1 - .55 or .45
12144
By substituting .45 in the corresponding table, we find that
r = .467
-35-
TABLE XX, showing computation of coefficient of
correlation between scores made on Reaction Time Test
and highest net speed obtained in Typewriting III—1932-33:
Sq. of
ipil Score Speed Score Rank Speed Rank Differences diff
.
t -
A 103 66 6 2 4 16
B 111 56 1 8 7 49
c 89 60 14 4i 90i
D 110 58 2 6* 20j
E 86 54 15 9| 5* 30^
P 92 52 12 11* i19
i
G 102 64 7 3 4 16
H 106 48 3 14 11 121
I 92 48 12 14 2 4
J 92 58 12 6* 5* 30^
K 105 76 4 1 3 9
L 94 48 10 14 4 16
M 100 52 y n 111s a.2.
N 104 54 5 9* 4s
101 60 8 3* m
35* 35* 441
. 441. P = 1 -
6 x 441
15(152 - 1) "
1 _ 2641 _ 1
3360 =
- .79 or .21
By substituting .21 in the corresponding table, we find that r = .215
-36-
i
TABLE XXI, showing computation of coefficient of
correlation between scores made on Reaction Time Test and
final average mark obtained in Typewriting I—1932-33:
Pupil Score Average Score Rank Average Rank Differences
A 10b QO 1 7
B 102 An -» J-2 OAi 17
C 134 A O 1X 38* 37*
225-D 104 OO f
^?
E 93 ol 14*
31*wigF 81 J3 ' 2
G OO O 1 25 7
H 90 52 28 34 6
I 40 -7,7 A. «u 2 1
28*
16*
J 89 90 p
K yb AAOO 4
liL 99 f 2 J. O 16*
14M An X \J 28* 15|
N 9
1
OU oc 28* 2*
OO /in4U <J%J 40 5
P Q QSO O 1 ~\ 7 25 8
Q 89 "7 A( o
zni 13* 17
15*.R 104 A*7t> I qi 25
S
T
116
llO
/ U
COOO
C
3*
18
32
16
28^
u lQo 71 15
i2|
8
TTV y < AAOO IS 5?
111
RAOO P3 32
13
9
X 96 85 20*. 1
Y 102 "7 A1 O 1 1* 12
11
Z 93 76 24*
A' 96 A O48
on!2U2 ww
18*B • 85 72 OO 16* 16
C ' 1 1 <d AAOO 5* 2l| 12D
'
79 86 402 PAA-
2l|
— -1
18
E' 113 68 3i
29aF 85 86 35 5| 16
QOG«
112 68 6* 2i|
H' 37 38 33 41
21g
36|
Ai
"2
I '
J '
90
90
68
45
28
28 8i
K 1
L'
99
79
80
89
15
40^ '
11
3
4
37j
1896 42 20*. 38*.
18i
6
N 1 82 69 37\ 19
0« 99 82 15 9
292 292
£D2 :: 11856. p - 1 _ 6 x 11856 _ i . 71136 - 1 - 1.03 or -.03
41 (412 - 1) 68880
By substituting -.03 in the corresponding table, we find that
r
-37-
correl
final a rime Test,
—1933-33:
Pu£il Score Average Score Rank
A bo
B
f <0
c inn •7/
< 4
D inX J. J- f (
E 96 noOD
F 92 (U
G RP rjn
r
H 92 Ocj
I 99 79
J 93 88
K 107 89
L 116 68
M 99 85
N 96 80
96 88
P 119 82
Q 90 67
R 99 68
S 112 71
T 112 79
U 91 80
V 107 90
w 105 74
13
22
9
5
15
18+
33^
18+
11
17
S*
2
11
15
15
1
21
11
3+
4
30
61
8
Average Rank
4
16+i4
13
6
19
ieh
23~
111
4
2
30£
7
9+
4
8
22
20+
18
11+
9+
1
141
Differences
~h
~
5+
9
6+
13
4
5+
11
10+
5+
5+
?.
4+
la*
7
1
14+
8
Sq. of
diff
.
81
30£
64
81
i
43^
20|
IT
169
30£
343^
16
30^
131
49
1
90£
21
64
1104
30*
4s£
84 84 16451
^D 3 = 1645.5. p = 1 - 6 x 1645.5 = ± _ 9373
;3 = 1 - .81 .1933(33 d - 1) 12144
By substituting
.19 in the corresponding table, we find that r = .199
-38-
TABLE XXIII, showing computation of coefficient of
correlation between scores made on Reaction Time Test andfinal average mark obtained in Typewriting III 1933-33
•
upil Score Averaece Score Rank Ave. Rank Differences
+ -
oq . OI
diff.
A 103 86 6 3i
B 111 79 1 9 8
C 89 84 14 5 9 ol
D 110 80 2
' 2
E 86 78 15
F 92 80 12 4 20-A-
G 102 86 7 12^
H 106 72 3 14 ii 121
I 92 76 12 12 o
J 92 74 12 13 i 1
K 105 90 4 1 3 9
L 94 70 10 15 5 25
M 100 78 9 10^
N 104 88 5 2 3 9
101 83 8 6 2 4
32 32 405^
<fD2 - 405.5 p = 1 -
6 x 405.5
, 2433
1
.72 or .28
15(15 2-1) = 3360 = 1 "
By substituting .28 in the corresponding table, we find that
r = .292
-39-
TABLE XXIV
TABULATION OF CORRELATION RESULTS 1932-33
Type. I Type. II Type. in
I. Q. and Net Speed
>00 >2?1 -618
I. Q. and Final Average
. 021 . 4?? #g@fi
Prognostic Scores and Net Speed >230 <251
Prognostic Scores and Final Average
.282 .126
Reaction Tests and Net Speed
.084
.467
, 219
Reaction Tests and Final Average
-.031 .199 >292
Interpretation of Results:
In the Typewriting I correlation between intelligence
and net speed there is an absolute zero result. This indi-
cates that pupils with low I. Q.. s stand an even 50-50 chance
of succeeding in typewriting with those of high I. Q. »s.
In the Typewriting II group, however, we find that the
correlation is .271. While this is not high enough to be
significant, it shows that the person with a reasonably high
I. Q. does stand a little more than an even chance of being
able to write a high net number of words per minute.
The Typewriting III correlation of .618 is sufficient-
ly high to show that in most cases, pupils should not be
allowed to take third year work unless they have reasonably
high intelligence scores. Sufficient skill may be obtained
in two years, or even in one year, to suffice for personal
needs, and the third year work given only to those whose
mental ability and plans for the future seem to warrant it.
.736
.687
-40-
Correlation between the I. Q. and final averages
obtained show much the same results. The correlation
of .021 in Typewriting I is negligible, but .487 in Type-
writing II and .608 in Typewriting III lead to the same
conclusion—that advanced typewriting should be attempted
only by those with good I. Q.'s, while beginning type-
writing may be learned by anyone. We must admit, however,
that there will be a wide variation in the learning time
and in the amount of extra practice needed by those of
inferior ability.
There is a slightly greater amount of positive corre-
lation when the results of the Hoke Prognostic Tests are
combined with either the net speed or the final averages,
and, as will be seen in TABLE XXIV, the figures are surpri
ingly similar. In Typewriting I, the figures of .230 and
.282, while much higher than those found when working with
the I. Q., are not sufficiently high to claim any great
amount of validity for the test as a means of prognosis.
The results of the reaction time tests are, with
only one exception, under .30 for all three classes of
typewriting. This test may be considered a failure as .
far as being of any use in prognosis is concerned. It
may be that there would be a greater correlation if the
actual speed of the typing pupils were measured, but
since no test was considered with more than five errors'
in the fifteen minutes, many tests with greater speed
but also greater inaccuracy were eliminated.
-41-
TABLE XXV
RESTTLTS OF TESTING PROGRAM IN TYPEWRITING I GRO T TP(SeDt. 1933—Feb. 1934)
D E p
89 41 go
90 33 82
106 19 59
89 23 85
89 38 83
113 36 98
98 18 45
84 20 73
98 23 80
88 24 74
88 16 63
107 27 74
102 25 78
89 20 60
97 IS 72
90 22 73
81 18 70
100 35 88
89 18 62
98 30 76
98 28 79
105 41 89
93 15 57
105 18 59
100 35 89
114 18 7A
93 33 94
81 35 78
85 21 76
106 31 65
100 26 84
78 17 56
107 31 87
97 27 78
97 30 85
102 22 70
100 17 48
90 24 87
87 30 89
79 32 - 71
87 15 48
114 36 63
93 15 60
103 30 73
87 33 81
94 19 86
81 31 77
A B C
A 1 Q inx y—xu 94 537
"QD lO-IU 103 434
n IRQX o—
y
99 341
nu 1*7 T 1 96 378
Hi 1 *7 1X f—
X
79 364
r 1 R_l 1X O—X X 138 543
X t—
u
i n*7XUo 447
11 i R—
n
X £} u XX4 454
T T R—
1
X O y f 436
Ju 1 R—
P
X »J
o
1 nnXUU 499
VIV X D— f iXo 435
T.u 1 4.—1 1x *±—x x 1 HQx uy 395
JXL x o— in/XU4 500
N x o— *± nodo 373
1 R-1x «_>—
x
1 A/1XU4 336
p X "±
—
1 HQXUo 461
x o—
c
OAyy 461
R x *j— 1 1XXrf 477
8 1 7—
Q
X f J7 1 ARXUO 458
T1 X t—X u 1 onX<dU 386
TTu 1 R 1X o—
X
loo 490
vV X O-eS l noXUo 478
w X o *± l mXUX 498
YA 1 R OX O—<d i i118 533V
I 1 r r>X D— r i n 1103 489
7Li IRCX O—
D
109 346
A «A 1 G QX O—
O
103 538
R Io 1/1 QX4—
y
99 461
1 R AX o— 4- 88 337
LI 1 R 1 AXO—XU 95 380
l /I nX 4— 110 407
IT 1
if
i o riX o— 83 438
p 1 1 R CX D—O 103 453
n X4— 105 436
T |X Xo-10 131 414
T | "1 ;~> 17X 0—0 103 383
is.
1 C /Ilb—
4
99 397
T 1
J_j 1 A QX 't— i noXU ( 537
M' 14-11 91 369
N 1 17-7 81 374
0' 17-5 90 361
P» 15-6 94 350
Q' 16-8 89 474
R' 16-6 78 367
S' 14-9 103 530
T' 15-7 100 377
IJ« 15-10 106 548
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RESULTS Of TESTING PROGRAM IN TYPE. T(Continued)
Pupil A B
V 17-9 68
W» 16-9 81
x» 17-4 77y 15-5 91
Z' 15-4 93
A" 15-11 100
B» 14-9 92
C" 14-0 99
D« 15-8 98
E" 17-6 103
F" 17-9 89
G» 14-4 126
H» 14-10 136
I" 15-5 99
J» 15-1 96
389
325
352
402
480
438
431
503
480
524
421
457
493
499
480
n
JJ E F
yo 13 60
CM 23 47
22 64
tsy 33 79
y <s 24 56
28 85
107 idU 71
87 18 50
93 26 71
86 35 92
92 26 89
90 34 83
89 24 88
97 22 71
81 34 89
A. Chronological Age
B. Intelligence Quotient
C. Hoke Prognostic Score
D. Reaction Time Score
E. Greatest Number of Net Words
F. Mid-year Average Mark
TABLE XXVI
RESULTS OF TESTING
(Sept
PROGRAM IN TYPEV/R
.
1933-
-Feb. 1934)
ITING II GROUP
J- V.^J J. X AA xi D E F
JL 1 — J_W Tin11 / 544 106 56 94
B 1 7—
P
84 405 93 40 80
r<
\j 18-5 94 427 104 44 65
U 17-11 89 437 81 54 93
1 /-4 8v) 408 95 52 75
TP2 15-11 80 359 89 49 70
n
<j '17 7 82 359 96 55 90
rl XO— *J 368 99 46 84
T1 17— S 78 459 87 42 66
T
fj lO—
1
115 442 89 43 79
rr
IV lb— y 118 493 97 48 32
T
J-i lo- / 105 417 102 43 82
M 16-9 86 434 93 41 70
E 17-6 92 382 91 45 57
15-11 101 594 85 43 62
r 17-3 98 466 96 47 87
r\
Q, 18-4 91 497 96 50 69
R 16-3 95 427 113 50 59
S 17-3 92 383 99 48 71
T 15-7 100 417 79 45 82
U 15-2 132 481 82 50 80
V 18-1 82 367 99 39 84
A. Chronological Age
B. Intelligence Quotient
C. Hoke Prognostic Score
D. Reaction Time Score
E. Greatest Number of Net Words
F. Mid-year Average Mark
-44-
TABLE XXVII
RESULTS OF TESTING PROGRAM IN TYPEWRITING III GROUP(Sept. 1933—Feb. 1934)
Pupil A pU D E F
A 17-7 87 3AQ oo A C45 58
B 18-5 98 AQA 111 r— /™\58 76
c 16-6 IIPX -L £j ouo OD 59 88
D 19-0 87 4DO 48 59
E 16-1 106 AA9 0<5 r— yl54 84
F 16-6 103
-1. V/ W yy 62 90
G 16-6 114 too yo 61 93
H 17-9 9?. A9A X(J r err57 85
I 18-1 89 Ot7<5 HO 70
J 16-0 98 A CT QQ (6 90
K 16-2 117J—L f AQR"at17 O Qft oy 84
L 16-3 110-I- J- ^/ Qfl3D oo 92
M 17-4 91 397 1 1 Q Ob 71
N 19-2 87 QQ OO 62
16-7 104 AAAtut XX<0 OO
P 17-7 88 478 92 52 81
Q 18-1 84 412 112 53 71
R 18-6 90 396 91 51 78
S 17-1 121 595 107 68 94
A. Chronological Age
B. Intelligence Quotient
C. Hoke Prognostic Score
D. Reaction Time Score
E. Greatest Number of Net Words
F. Mid-year Average Mark
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TABLE XXVIII, showing computation of coefficient of corre-lation between I. Q. and highest net speed obtained in Type-
writing I—Sept. 1933-Feb. 1934:
1« Q» Speed I, Q. Rank Speed Rank Differences
Sq» of
diff
.
A 94 41
B 103 33
C 99 19
D 96 23
E 79 28
F 128 36
G 103 18
H 114 20
I 97 23
J 100 24
K 113 16
L 109 27
M 104 25
N 98 20
104 18
P 108 22
Q 99 18
R 112 35
S 105 18
T 120 30
U 102 28
V 108 41
w 101 15
X 118 18
Y 103 35
Z 109 18
A» 103 33
B' 99 25C 88 21
D» 95 31
E« 110 26
F» 83 17
G' 103 31
H« 105 27
I' 121 30
J * 102 22
K' 99 17
L« 107 24
M' 91 30
N' 81 32
0' 90 15
P« 94 26
Q» 89 15
R» 78 30
S' 102 33
T« 100 19
U« 106 31
V» 68 13
46*
23}
36}
43|
59
2
23^
7
42
32
8
19$
40f
i9i
13*
36|
9
17*
5
28
13-|
30
6
23*
llf
23}
36§
55
45
10
56
23*
l4
4
28
36i
15
50i
57|
52
46-h
53-|
60
28
32
16
62
10}
47|
37
22
3
52
45
37
33i
58
24}
30|
45
52
40^
52
5
52
18*
22
11
60
52
5
52
10J
30i
43
15
27*
56|
15
24*
18l
40*
56*
33*
18|
13
60
27|
60
18*
10*
47|
15
62
45
13
eh
37
6
12
18|
13
6
12
30
8*
32
44*
19
17|
11
zai
38
li
50
13
11
32|
27
15i
34*
13|
30
46
40i
X7*
1
7
12|
20
18-|
8
15*
2025
169
121
42i
1369
1
812*
1444
25
2500
169
121
20*
1056*
729
240*
16
1190i
182*
36
144
900
2116
342^
1640|
169
36
144
900
306*
72|
49
210*
156*
400
342*
1024
1980^
64
361
42*
1722*
306^
240*
1
-46-
i« rn^
rre
i
ati
°? between <*« and highest net speed obtainedn Typewriting I—Sept. 1933-Feb. 1934, epnt
.
:
Pupil I. Q. Speed I
,
0. "RflnV
w 81 23 57*2
X' 77 22 61
Y' 91 33 50*
Z f 93 24 48
A" 100 28 32
B" 93 20 49
yy 18 36|
D" 98 26 40§
I" 103 35 23*
TP"
G" 126 34 3
H" 136 24 1
I" 99 22 36*
J" 96 34 43|
£D2 = 32523. P = 1 - 6 x 32523n —
Speed Rank
37
40*
10*
33|
22
45
52
27i-
5
27*
7f33|
40*
7t
Differences
~ 0" ~
20*
20|
40
14i
10
4
13
18|
26
4*
32|
4
36
575
15*
Sq. of
diff
.
420f
420*
1600
210i
100
16
240i
169
342|
676
20i
1056*
16
1296
575 32523
62(62^ - 1) 238266
By substituting
.18 in the corresponding table, we find that r . .188
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TABLB XXIX, showing computation of coefficient
of correlation between I. Q. and highest net speed
obtained in Typewriting II—Sept. 1933-Feb. 1934:
Pupil I' Q.« Speed I. 0,. Rank Speed Rank Differences diff.
~+ 0" ~
A 117 56 3 1 2 4
B 84 40 18 21 3 9
C 94 44 10* 15 4* 20i
D 89 54 15* 2 13* 18271
E 89 52 15| 4 11* 132-1
F 80 49 21 8 13 169
G 82 53 19* 3 16* 272f
H 94 46 10* 12 1* si
I 78 42 22 19 3 9
J 115 43 4 17 13 169
K 118 48 2 9| 7^ 56^
L 105 43 5 17 12 144
M . 86 41 17 20 3 9
N 92 45 12* 13ir 1 1
101 43 6 17 11 121
P 98 47 8 11 3 9
0, 91 50 14 6 8 64
R 95 50 9 6 3 9
s 92 48 12* 9| 3 9
T 100 45 7 13* 6* 42f
U 132 50 1 6 5 25
V 82 39 19* 22 2* 6^
73 73 1465
2D2 - 1465. p = 1 - 6 * 1465 = i _ 8790 . i _ .83 = .17
22(222 - 1) 10626
By substituting .17 in the corresponding table, we find that
r = .178
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TABLE XXX, showing computation of coefficient of corre-
lation between I. q. and highest net speed obtained in Type-
writing III—Sept. 1933-Feb. 1934:
jpil I. Q,. Speed I . Q. . Rank Speed Rank Differences
Sq. of
diff.
t -
A 87 45 17 19 2 4
B 98 58 m 1 1
C 112 59 4 6i 6i
D 87 49 17 18 i 1
E 106 54 6 12 6 36
103 62 8 4 4 16
G 114 61 3 5 2 4
H 92 57 11 10 1 1
I 89 52 14 15i li
J 98 76 1 8i 72?
K 117 59 2 6i 4i 20i
L 110 63 5 3 2 4
M 91 58 12 8i 3i I2i
N 87 53 17 i3i 3i I2i
104 56 7 11 4 16
P 88 52 15 i5i £ *
84 53 19 13i 30*
R 90 51 13 . 17 4 16
S 121 68 1 2 1 1
29 29 256
£1)2 = 256. p s 1 -
6 x 256
19(19* -~TT
1536
- 6840
= 1 - .22 ™ • 78
By substituting .78 in the corresponding table, we find that r = .794
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TABLE XXXI, showing computation of coefficient of corre-lation between I. Q. and mid-year average mark obtained inTypewriting I, 1933-1934:
P"pl> ,I» Q« Average I. Q, Rank Ave. Rank Differences diff
.
+ 5
~
A 94 90 46*
23f
36}
4 42* 1806-3-
B 103 82 20*
53}
3
J. KJ\J\J
^Q
289C 99 59 17D 96 85 43* 16 27* 756-2-
E 79 82 59 20*A 38}
F 128 98 2 1 1 1G 103 58 23| 55 31* 992*H 114 73 7 35* 28
1
812-^
I 97 80 42 23 19 361
J 100 74 32 33 1 1
K 113 63 8 47± 39*
21*
7^
1560*
L 109 74 U
* 33 462*M 104 78 19| 27 56*
N 98 60 40f
19}
13}
36}
51 iof 110|104 72 37* 18 324
P 108 73 35* 22 484
Q 99 70 43} 7 49
R 112 88 9 io* 1* 2±
S 105 62 17* 49 31*
25*
992|
T 120 76 5 30*
24} 650fU 102 79 28 3* is!
V 108 89 13* 7 6§ 42*
w 101 57 30 56 26 676
X 118 59 6 53* 47* 2256-1
Y 103 89 23* 7 16* 272*
Z 109 74 111
23}
33 21* 462*
A' 103 94 2 21* 462*
B« 99 78 36} 27 90fC 88 76 55 30* 24} 600
1
D« 95 65 45 45
E» 110 84 10 18 8 64
F« 83 56 56 57* l£ 2 1
G» 103 87 23*m 12| 11
"4
121
H' 105 78 27 9*IS 90-3
I' 121 85 4 16 12 144
J' 102 70 28 43*
6l}
15* 240^
K« 99 48 36| ' 25 625
L« 107 87 15 12* 6f1892^M' 91 89 50* 7 43}
N» 81 71 57} 40* 17 289
0« 90 48 52 61* 9* 90^
P« 94 63 46* 47-1 1 1
Q* 89 60 53| 51 2
f 6 fR« 78 72 60 37* 22} 506|
S' 102 81 28 22 6 36
T' 100 86 32 14 18 324
U« 106 77 16 29 13 169V 68 60 62 51 11 121
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Correlation between I. q. and mid-year average work
obtained in Typewriting I— c ont
.
:
I. Q. Average I. 0. Rank Ave. Rank Differenc es
t
Sq. of
diff
.
w 81 47
X' 77 64
Y 1 91 79
z» 93 56
A" 100 85
B" 92 71
C " 99 50
D " 98 71
E» 103 92
pn 89 89
G" 126 83
H" 136 88
I" 99 71
J" 96 89
57 s-
61
50-r
48
32
49
36*
40|
23|
534
3
1
36^
434
60 24 6|
46 15 ope
244 26 676
574
io4
40|
94 90|
214 462^
84 72i
506i59 224
404
3 204 420i
7 464 2162i
19 16 256
16 15 225
404 4 16
7 364 1332^
522 522 27253
*VZ = 27253. p = ! _ 6 x 27253 . 163518 . .
62(62* - 1) 238266
1
"
« 69
= -31
By substituting .31 in the corresponding table, we find that r = #323
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TABLE XXXII, showing computation of coefficient of
correlation between I. Q. and mid-year average mark ob-
tained in Typewriting 11—1933-1934:
iHPli I- Q- Average I. Q. Rank Ave. Rank
A 117 94 3mm
B 84 80 1 ft
C 94 65 104
1 <S4D 89 93
E 89 75
F 80 70 21
G 82 90
io{H 94 84
I 78 66 22
J 115 79 4
K 118 82 2
L 105 82 5
M 86 70 17
N 92 57 i2i
101 62 6
P 98 87 8
Q 91 69 14
R 95 59 9
S 92 71 12|
T 100 82 7
U 132 80 1
V 82 84 i9i
1
ioi
19
2
13
15!
3
si
18
12
8
8
15-|
22
20
4
17
21
14
8
10*
5{
Differences
t -
Sc. of
diff
.
2
H
13-i
if
16|
5
8*
14
8 64
6 36
3 9
2
t94 90&
14 196
16
3 9
12 144
li 2*
1 1
9i 90£
196
76 76 1520^
^D2 = 1520.5 p - 1 6 x 1520.5 _ 1 9123 = i _ . 86 - . 14
22(222 - 1) 10626
By substituting .14 in the corresponding table, we find that r - .146
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TABLE XXXIII, showing computation of coefficient of
correlation between I. Q. and mid-year average mark ob-tained in Typewriting III—1933-1934
:
Pupil T
* Average I. Q,. Rank Ave. Rank Differences
Sq. of
diff
.
1A 87 58 17 19 2 4
B 98 76 12 2* «t
112 88 4 6 2 4
D 87 59 17 18 1 1
*» 106 84 6 H 2i H
F 103 90 8
G 114 93 3 2 i i
H 92 85 11 7 4 16
T1 89 70 14 15| 11 2i
J 98 90 44 9i §i 5 25
K inn117 84 2 •* 42|
L 110 92 5 3 2 4
Tiff yi 71 12 13| 2i
N 87 62 17 17
104 70 17I 15f ** 72^
P 88 81 15 10 5 25
Q 84 71 19 iH k 30i
R 90 78 13 n 2 4
S 121 94 1 l
28 28 258
s 258. p . 1 - 6 x 258 1548 ,
-
.23 = .7719(192 - 1) = 1 ' 6840 = 1
By substituting .77 in the .corresponding table, we find that r - .785-
-53-
T
A?P ™P» showing computation of coefficient ofcorrelation between Prognostic Test Scores and highestnet speed obtained in Typewriting I-Sept. 1933-fSS! 1934:
PH£il Score Speed Score Rank Speed Rank Differences ^itf.
~5 o r~ '
2f 6*25* 650^
111 132}
11 121
32 1024
1 1
23 529
18 324
3 9
22 484
23 529
17* 306f
20% 420|
6 36
9 81
17§ 306^
29 841
14 196
27 729
25£ 650i
7 49
16£ 27Z\
46 2116
44^ 1980£
II 121
6 36
7f 56}
17 289
3li 992f
III 132|
23i 552|
13 169
6^ 42|
19j 380}
4| 20|
15J 240}
26 676
33^ 1122^
37 1369
5 25
29^ 870^
40 1600
34£ 11901
5* 30{
li 2|
A 537 41 4
B 424 33 36
C 341 19 59
D 378 23 48
£ 364 28 54
F 543 36 2
G 447 18 29
H 454 20 27
I 426 23 34
J 499 24 Hi
35K 425 16
L 395 27 42
M 500 25 10
N 372 20 51
336 18 61
P 461 22 23
Q 461 18 23
R 477 35 19
S 458 18 25
T 386 30 44
U 490 28 15
V 478 41 18
w 498 15 14
X 523 18
y 489 35
m
16
z 346 18 58
A' 538 33 3
B» 461 25 23C 337 21 60
D' 380 31 46i-
39i
33
E« 407 26
pi 428 17
G» 453 31 28
H' 436 27 31
I' 414 30 38
J' 383 22 45
K' 397 17 41
L' 527 24 7*
M' 369 30 52
H« 374 32 50
0« 361 15 55
P' 350 26 57
Q' 474 15 20
B 1 367 30 53
S» 530 33 5
T • 377 19 49
U' 548 31 1V 389 13 43 14 19619 361
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Computation of coefficient of correlation between Hoke
Pup_il Score Speed Score Rank Speed Rank
W 1
111
* 0<dO 23
Y 1A 1 c353 22
Y« 408 33
Z« 380 24
A" 438 28
B" 431 20
C" 503 18
D« 480 26
E" 584 35
F« 421 26
G" 457 34
H« 493 24
I" 499 22
480 35
62
56
40
46^
30
32
13
17
6
37
26
9
u*
21
37
40i
10*
33*
22
45
52
27|
5
27i
33*
4?l
' 2
Differences
~+ ~
25
isi
29}
13
8
1
18}
13}
Sq. of
diff
.
561
625
240£
870
J
169
64
13 169
39 1521
10} no£
1
90£
342j
24} 600£
29 841
182^
561 28148}
£D2 = 28148.5 p - 1
By substituting
.12 in the corresponding table, we find that r - .126
6 x 28148.5
_
, 208891
,
62(62* - 1) - 1 ~ 338266 = 1 ~ * 88 = -12
-55-
TABLE XXXV, showing computation of coefficient of
correlation between Hoke Prognostic Test and highest net
speed obtained in Typewriting II—1933-34:
Pup_il Score Speed Score Rank Speed Rank Differences
+ -
Sq. of
diff
.
A 544 56 X
B 405 40 IS
C 437 44 io-^-
D 437 54 Qo
£ 408 53 14
F 359 49 21+
G 359 53
H 368 46 19
I 459 42 6
J 443 43 7
K 493 48 3
L 417 43 isi
M 434 41 9
N 382 45 18
394 43 16
P 466 47 5
Q 497 50 3
R 437 50 ioi
S 383 48 17
T 417 45 12^
U 481 50 4
V 367 39 20
1
21
15
2
4
8
3
12
19
17
9?
17
20
13^-
17
11
6
6
9I
13|
6
22
6 36
6
20£
36
10 100
13-f
18| 182£342^
7 49
13 169
10 100
4 42*20i
ii 121
20£
i 1
6 36
3' 2
4 16
20*
56$
11
2 4
2 4
?i£ ?1* 1377
111* = 1377. p - 1 - 6 x 1377 = 1 - 8363 _ _ 7 o P?33(22<i
- 1) 10626 "
-'»-*33
By substituting
.22 in the corresponding table, we find that
r = .230
-56-
TABLE XXXVI, showing computation of coefficient ofcorrelation between Hoke Prognostic Test ScoSs and highestnet speed obtained in Typewriting Ill-sept. 193S-Feb. 193^:
^upil Score Speed Score Rank Speed Rank LJ X X X CI CilWC O
+ -
Sq. of
QUI >
A 349 45 19 19
B 484 58 6 8* 2*
C 503 59 4 6* 2* 4
D 465 49 8 18 10 100
E 442 54 12 12
F 437 62 13 4 9 81
G 453 61 10 5 5 25
H 424 57 14 10 4 16
I 392 52 18 15* 2* 6i
J 451 76 11 1 10 100
K 495 59 5 6* 1* 2i
L 536 63 2 3 1 1
M 397 58 16 8* 7* 56^
N 519 53 3 13* 10* 1104
464 56 9 11 2 4
P 478 52 7 15* 8* 7Z±
Q 412 53 15 13* 1* 2i
R 396 51 17 17
S 595 68 1 2 1 1
39* 39* 590
2D2 - 590. p « 1 6 * 590 , 3540 , m „ m ARP 19(19 2 - 1) " 1 " 6840 ~ 1 *~ 2 S * 48
By substituting
.48 in the corresponding table, we find that r « .497
-57-
2
TABLE XXXVII, showing comoutation of coefficient of
correlation between Hoke Prognostic Test Scores and raid-
year average mark obtained in Typewriting I—1933-1934:
Sa. of
Ave. Rank Differences dif
f
+ -
4
30* 15* 240i
53* 5-| 30t
16 33 1024
30? 33| 1132!
1 1 1
55 36 C7c
35^ 8*
23 11
33, 3lJ
47^ 12
33 9
27 17
51 ^
37p- 23-g-
354 134
43| 20l
10J 8|
49 24
30* 13^
24| 9*
7 11
56 42
53-i- 46
7 9
33 35
2 1
27 4
30? 29* 870^
5\ipil Score Average Score Rank
AA c 'y rfDO f 90 4
D ADA 82 36
341 59 59
r\
JJ o ro 85 48
TP
ill ob4 82 54
V
r b4o 98 2
/"i
li 447 45 29
ri 4o4 73 27
T1 4db 80 34
T
o 4yy 74 -i n 1
4<do 63 35
T
Li oyo 74 42
M bUU 78 10
Old 60 51
ooo r2 61
p nfcOX ( o 23
ART
r U 23
n. A77'iff Bo 19
oo ftOO Ord r-\ r—35
T1 OOO 7fif b A A44
TTu 7Qiy 15
V oy lo
wIf AQP K7f T A14
Y O<50 oy
y APQtot? onby 16
OffcO 1 4 58
A 1 OOO y4 3
P t
'tOX •70ro 33
p t oo ( 76 60
T) •jj ion bo A /"» 1463"
Hi AH7 O A84 39
IF t /I C5Q4<db 56 33
4o«5 87 38
n 4ob 78 31
T 11 414 85 38
T I
J ' 383 70 45
397 48 41COD537 87
M 7flQooy oy 53
1M ^7AU 1 T 7Tr X ou
0' 361 48 55
P' 350 63 57
Q» 474 60 30
R' 367 72 53
S 1 530 81 5
T' 377 86 49
U' 548 77 1
V 389 60 43
45 l|
18 31 44l"
57* 34| 600^
1S| 15l 340|
37 4 16
16 32 484
43f 1| 3^6l| 30i 430{
13t 5 35
7, 45 3035
404 9-^- 904
6lf 6l
47|- 9i
51 31
37| 15*
33 17
14 35
39 38
51 8
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Correlation between Prognostic Test Scores and mid-year
average mark obtained in Typewriting I—cont«
:
Pupil Score Average Score Rank Ave. Rank Differences
Sq. of
diff
.
w» 325 47 62
x» 352 64 56
T« 402 79 40
Z« 380 56 46ir
A" 438 85 30
B" 431 71 32
C" 503 50 13
D" 480 71 17
E" 524 92 6
p" 421 89 37
G" 457 83 26
H" 493 88 9
I" 499 71 11*
J" 480 89 21
60
46
24*
57*
lof
40|
59
40*
3
7
19
16
40*.
7
2
10
15*.
19*
3
30
7
14
11
46
23*
7
29
4
100
240*
121
380*
72|
2116
552i
9
900
49
49
841
196
509| 509* 25591*
2D2 - 25591.5 p - 1 - 6 x 25591.5 _ ± _ 153549 _ n 64 _ , fi62(62* - 1) " 238266 " * = * 36
By substituting .36 in the corresponding table, we find that r : .375-
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TABLE XXVIII, showing computation of coefficient ofcorrelation between Hoke Prognostic Test and midyearaverage mark obtained in Typewriting 11—1933-1934:
PupJJ. Score Average Score Rank Ave. Rank Differences
~"+
~
Sq. of
diff
.
A 544 94
B 405 80
C 487 65
D 437 93
E 408 75
F 359 70
G 359 90
H 368 84
I 459 66
J 442 79
K 493 82
L 417 82
M 434 70
N 382 57
394 62
P 466 87
Q 497 69
R 427 59
S 383 71
T 417 82
U 481 80
V 367 84
1
15
10*.
8
14
21*
2lf
19
6
7
3
i2i
9
18
16
5
2
10k
17
12|
4
20
10*
19
2
13
154
3
5*
18
12
8
8
15*
22
20
4
17
21
14
8
104
5*
A 1
20i
72$si
6 36
1 1
6 OD
18*
13* 342f1821
12 144
5 25
*2
5 25
20i
6* 42*
4 16
4 16
1 1
15 225
io4 110i
3 9
4i 20i
64 42*
144 210|
774 774 15964
ZD2 - 1596.5 p - 1 - 6 x 1586.5 _ x _ 9579 _ j _ 90gP
~ 22(22^ - 1) " 1 10626 ' mW* ,0y8
By substituting
.098 in the corresponding table, we find that r = .105-
-60-
TABLE XXXIX, showing computation of coefficient of
correlation between Prognostic Test scores and mid-year
average mark obtained in Typewriting III, 1933-1934:
Pupil Score Average Score Rank Ave. Rank Differences diff
.
* -
AA 349 58 19 19
B 484 76 6 12 6 36
C 503 88 4 6 2 4
D 465 59 8 18 10 100
E 442 84 12 3* 12*
P 437 90 13 8* 72^
G 453 93 10 2 8 64
TTH A fl A424 85 14 7 7 49
I 392 70 18 a. — "115* 2* 6i
J 451 90 11 4* 6* 42i
K 495 84 5 8* 3* 12i
L 536 92 2 3 1 1
M 397 71 16 13* 2* 14 ei
N 519 62 3 17 6i 196
464 70 9 15* 3 42i
P 478 81 7 10 9
Q 412 71 15 13* 1* si
R 396 78 17 11 6 36
S 595 94 1 1
46 46 691
£V2 - 691. p r 1 - 6 x 691 , 4146 1 - .61 = .3919(192 - 1) 6840
By substituting .39 in the corresponding table , we find that r = .406
-61-
TABLS XL, showing coraputation of coefficient of corre-lation between Reaction Time Scores and highest net speed
obtained in Typewriting I—Sept. 1933-Feb. 1934:
Pupil Score Speed Score Rank
A 89 41 44
B 90 33 38
C 106 19 ?i
D 89 23 44
E 89 28 44
F 112 36 3
G 98 18 soi
H 84 20 56
I 98 23 SOi
J 88 24 48-|
48%K 88 16
L 107 27 5
M 102 25 13
N 89 20 44
97 18 24-|
p 90 22 38
Q 81 18 58*
R 100 35 16-i
S 89 18 44
T 98 30 20*
U 98 28
V 105 41 4
33|-w 92 15
X 105 18 9g
Y 100 35 16|
Z 114 18 l|
A' 92 33 33§
B* 81 25 58|
C 85 21 55
D' 106 31
B' 100 26 16|
P' 78 17 62
G' 107 31 5
IT' 97 27 24*
I r 97 30 24|
J' 102 22 13
K 1 100 17 16|
L f 90 24 38
M' 87 30 5l!
N* 79 32 61
0' 87 15 51|
P» 114 26 lf
V 93 15 30
R f 102 30 . 13
S' - 87 33 51$
T t 94 19 27*
u» 81 31 58!V 93 13 30
Sq. of
Speed Rank Differences diff.
~ 0" ~
i!
io| 42!i4 1806*306|
47|- 40 1600^
37 7 49
22 22 484
3
52 31! 992*
45 11 121
=
37 16! 272*
33! 15 225
58 9* 90*
24* 19! 38 0*"
30| i?I 306*
45 1 1"
52 27! 756*
40! 2!
52 6! 42^
5 ii! 132*
52 8 64
18! 2 4
22 Ik 2*
l! 8 64
60 26! 702-1
52 42! 1806*
5 ii! 132*
52 50! 2550*
io! 23 529
30! 28 784
43 12 144
15 ?! 56*
27! 11 121
56! 5! 30*
15 10 100
24!
isf 6 36
40l 27* 756*.
56* 40 1600
33*
18*
4! 20*
33 1089"
13 48 2304
60 8! 72*.
27! .
,
26 676
60 30 900
18* 30*
10} 41 1681
47! 20 400
15 43! 1892*
62 32 1024
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Correlation between Reaction Time Scores and highest
net speed obtained in Typewriting I—Sept. 1933-Feb. 1934,
cont.
:
Pupil Score Speed Score Rank Speed Rank Differences
Sq. of
diff
.
W 'IV QAj ft CO 27g
X' 103 22 11
Y' 89 33 44
Z» 92 24 33^
A" 90 28 38
B" 107 20 5
C" 87 18 51-!
D» 93 26 30
E" 86 35 54
F" 92 26 33
§
G" 90 34 38
H" 89 24 44
I" 97 22 24^
J" 81 34 58^
37
40|
io k
33i
22
45
52
27|
5
27h
7^
33§
40-|
7^
' 2
33-|
16
2i
49
6
30-!
ioI
51
39i
40
16
90-
870-1
11 22-3
256
1600
4
2401
36
930-1
110i
256
2601
608 608 37421.5
ZD2 - 37421.5 p - 1 - 6 x 37421.5
. 1 _ 224529 . 1 - .94 - .0662(62" - 1) . 238266
By substituting .06 in the corresponding table, we find that r > .063
-63-
TABLE XLI, showing computation of coefficient of corre-lation between scores uade on Reaction Time Test, and highest
net speed obtained in Typewriting II—1933-Feb. 1934:
Pupil Score Speed Score Rank Speed Rank Differences
~
—
Sq. of
diff
.
A 106 TX 1
B 93w W 40*±W
104XW*X 4.4. lo
n 81W X R4- ao o
E 95 52 1 4. t
F 89 49 2li QO
a 96WW w O ?ii 3
H 99 46 19 i pJLo
I 87W I eo
J 89 47 7 1 7
K 97 48 3
L 102 43 12^ 17
M 93 41 9 20
H 91 45 18 13|
85 43 16 17
P 96 47 5 11
Q 96 50 2 6
R 113 50 io£ 6
S 99 48 17 9
!
13fT 79 45 12|
U 82 50 4 6
V 99 39 20 22
6
10
I3i
18|
7
4
4^
7*
6
4
13
10
11
1
6
4
1
2
2
36
20£
36
100
182&
342{
49
169
100
42
2<
121
20£
1
36
16
20£
56j
1
4
4
30j
7l£ 71* 1377
lBa
=
"w
- » -
1
" aljf^V - 1 - T5K5 = 1 - - 78 - - 22
By substituting .22 in the corresponding table, we find that r = .230
-64-
TABLE XLII, showing computation of coefficient ofcorrelation between Reaction Time Test scores and highestnet speed obtained in Typewriting III—Sept. 1933-Feb. 1934:
Pupil Score Speed Score Rank Speed Rank Differences ^iff
~
~ '
A 83 45 18 19 1 1
B 111 58 5 8^ 3+ 12^
C 96 59 13 6* 5 V 30£
D 93 49 15| 18 3i 6*
E 83 54 19 13 7 49
F 99 63 9 4 5 25
G 93 61 14 5 9 81
H 107 57 B* 10 13^
I 116 53 4 10| • 133£
J 99 76 9 1 8 64
K 96 59 13 6* 5i 30£
L 96 63 13 3 9 81
M 119 58 1 56£
w yy 53 9 i3i 4i 20£
113 56 3# 11 73^-
p 93 53 isi 154-
Q 113 53 a* I3| 11 121
R 91 51 17 17
S 107 68 6* - 3 30^
53| 53| 8141
= 814.5 P - 1 - 6 x 814.5 - i _ 4887 = 1 - .71
=
.3919(19^ - 1) 6840
By substituting
.39 in the corresponding table, we find that r =
. ?03
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TABLE XLIII, showing computation of coefficient of corre-lation between Reaction Time Scores and mid-year average markobtained in Typewriting I, 1933-1934-
Pupil Score Average Score Rank Ave. Rank Differences
+ -
Sq. of
diff
.
A 89
B 90 PIP
o 106 R9
D 89 8R
E 89 82
F lis 98
G 98 58
H 84
I 98 80
J 88 74
K 88 63
L 107 74
M 102 78
N 89 60
97 72
P 90 73
Q 81 70
R 100 88
s 89
T 98 7fi
u 98 79
v 105 Pt9OS
w 92 R7
x 105 RO
Y 100 P19OS
z 114 7A
A 1 92
B
'
81 7ft
ft)
D' £RDO
E 1 100
r *r
F • KRDO
G* 107 87
H' 97 7 Pi
T 1 97- QK
J I 102
-L \J <o 70
K' 100 48
L 1 90 87
M» 87 89
N
'
79 71
0' 87 48
P' 114 63
93 60
R' 102 72
S' 87 81
94 86
u» 81 77
93 60
44
38
' 2
44
44
3
20}
56
20}
48}
48§
5
13
44
24}
38
58}
16|
44
20}
20%
33|
9}
16}
if
33}
58}
55
16}
62
5
24}
24}
13
16}
38
51}
61
51}
if
30
13
51
27
58
30
4
20}
53}
16
20}
1
55
35^
23
33
47*
33
27
51
37}
35}
43}
10}
49
30}
24-}
7
56
53}
7
33
2
27
30}
45
18
12}
27
16
43}
61}
12}
7
40}
61-f
47}
51
37}
22
14
29
51
40
17}
28
23}
2
10}
15}
2h
15
6
2}
9}
31}
31}
24}
4}
8}
25}
44}
20}
2
13
2'
46
34}
2}
28
14
7
13
5
10
4
22}
44
3li
37}
30}
45
10
46
21
24}
21
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Correlation between Reaction Time Scores and mid-year
average mark obtained in Typewriting I, 1933-1934, cont
.
:
P^Pil Score Average Score Rank Ave. Rank
27^
11
44,
33*
38
5
5ii
30
54
33^
38
44
244-
58*
w 94 47
X' 103 64
Y« 89 79
Z' 92 56
A" 90 85
B« 107 71
C" 87 50
D« 93 71
E'< 86 92
F" 92 89
G" 90 83
H« 89 88
I« 97 71
J" 81 89
Differences
+ -
670 670
£D2 s 40600. p
By substituting
r = -.021
Sq. of
diff
.
32-i-
19£
35 1225
24 576
27^
35i
756£
1260J
lOf
56£
not
51 2601
26| 702^
19 361
28 784
5l£
16 256
2652£
40600
, 1 6 * 40600 x _ 243600
62(622 - 1) 238266 "
1
"
1,02 = "°2
••02 in the corresponding table, we find that
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TABLE XLIV, showing computation of coefficient ofcorrelation between scores made on Reaction Time Test
1933
ra
i93r
ar aV6rage mark obtained in Typewriting II-I
Pupil Score Average Score Rank Ave. Rank Differences
+ -
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
E
L
M
H
P
%
R
S
T
U
V
106
93
104
81
95
89
96
99
87
89
97
102
93
91
84
96
96
113
99
79
82
99
94
80
65
93
75
70
90
84
66
79
82
82
70
57
62
87
69
59
71
82
80
84
2
13i
3
21
12
16£
10
6
18
16i
8
4
13i
15
19
10
10
1
6
22
20
6
1
ioi
19
2
13
15i
3
5*
18
12
8
8
15i
22
20
4
17
21
14
8
104-
5i
1
3
19
1
7
*
4i
6
16
4
2
7
1
7
20
8
Sq. of
diff
.
1
9
256
361
1
1
49
i
o
20i
16
4
49
1
36
49
400
64
196
90i
66 66 1604
«•
;
i«o«. f . i
. zi {
*
si
6
.\) -- 1 -m -- 1 - -w - -°9
By substituting .09 in the corresponding table, we find that r = «094
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TABLE XLV, showing computation of coefficient of corre-
lation between Reaction Time Test scores and mid-year average
mark obtained in Typewriting III—1933-1934:
ipil Score Average Score Rank Ave. Rank Differences
f -
Sq. of
diff.
A 83 58 18 19 1 1
B 111 76 5 12 7 49
C 96 88 12 6 6 36
D 92 59 15* 18 *£
E 82 84 19 si ioi noi
F 99 90 9 4i 20f
G 93 93 14 2 12 144
H 107 85 7 | i4
I 116 70 4 15t 132i
J 99 90 9 4* 4* 20i
K 96 84 12 8§ 3* I2i
L 96 92 12 3 9 81
M 119 71 1 ISf i2i 156i
N 99 62 9 17 8 64
7U oi 1 el 13 XD3
P 92 81 is* 10 Si 30^
I 112 71 2i is£ 11 121
R y i no X 1 J.X 6
S 107 94 1 5i soi
67 67 1219i
2D2 = 1219.5 P = 1 - 6 x 1219.5 1
7317
68"4*0"
- 1 - 1.07 r -.07
19(19 2 - 1)
By substituting -.07 in the corresponding table, we find that r = -.073
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TABLE XLVI
TABLE OP CORRELATION RESULTS—1933-34
Type. I Type. II Type. Ill
I. Q. and Net Speed .188 .178 .794
I. Q. and Mid-Year Average .323 .146 .785-
Prognostic Scores and Net Speed .126 .230 .497
Prognostic Scores and Mid-Year Average .375- .105- .406
Reaction Tests and Net Speed .063 .230 .303
Reaction Tests and Mid-Year Average -.021 .094 -.073
Interpretation of Results:
The results shown in the above table and those in Table XXIV
which show the first year's work are, in many respects, quite
similar. The Typewriting I correlation between I. Q. and net
speed is negligible in both cases, but the new correlation for
Typewriting II does not show the expected increase. This may be
accounted for by the fact that not as much emphasis is laid upon
speed during the first half of the Junior year as during the
last half, and since the investigations were concluded in Feb-
ruary, the last half of the year is not included. Typewriting
III shows a sufficiently high correlation to warrant the exclu-
sion of pupils who do not have high I. Q.'s.
The I. Q. and mid-year average correlations give somewhat
the same results—i.e. very low correlation for the first two
years but extremely high in the third.
When the results of the prognostic scores were correlated
both with net speed and with mid-year averages, there was not
a sufficient amount of correlation shown during the first two
years to be of any value, but as in the preceding statements,
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there seems to be sufficient correlation in the Typewriting
III group to be of good prognostic significance.
The results of the reaction time tests are all under .303
for the three classes of typewriting. These results are strik-
ingly similar to those for the year 1933-33, and we may, there-
fore, consider this type of test a failure as far as being of
prognostic varue is concerned.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS
The results of this study, which attempted to find
the possibilities of forecasting typing success, seems to
warrant the following conclusions:
1. Pupils with low intelligence quotients stand almost
a 50-50 chance with those of high I. Q. «s in the
first year of typewriting. Therefore, all pupils
who wish to learn typewriting should be allowed to
take it.
2. Similarly, pupils with low prognostic scores have a
reasonably good chance of succeeding in beginning
typewriting.
3. Those who have exceptionally low intelligence scores
and low prognostic scores should not be encouraged
to elect second year typewriting, although if they
have the desire to learn and the courage to keep
practicing, they will very likely succeed in pass-
ing the work.
4. The exceptionally high correlations found between
intelligence and prognostic scores and the net speed
and final average results indicate that no pupil
who does not show reasonably high scores should be
allowed to attemot Typewriting III, for so many
factors other than keyboard manipulation enter into
this more advanced work that puoils who do manage
to do creditable work in straight copying do not
succeed in passing the more complicated work.
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5. Exception to the above statement may be made only
when poorly endowed pupils have, by virtue of long
and assiduous practice, been able to reach the re-
quired standard of work and whose plans for the
future seem to warrant its continuance.
6. The reaction time experiment was a definite failure
and of no use whatsoever for prognostic purposes.
Although comparatively little was done with specific
cases, it is the opinion of the author that those who had
intelligence quotients of less than 90 had a great amount
of difficulty in learning to operate the typewriter, even
in the Typewriting I groups. Above that, other qualities
or traits such as health, ambition, time for practice, avail-
ability of a machine, etc. seem to be the determining factors
in the attainment of success.
Since it is of vital importance that pupils be trained
for what they are best fitted by nature, in order that neither
their time nor the taxpayers' money be wasted, it is to be
hoped that special tests of mental functions may be devised
which will not only test for general intelligence, but for
those traits of character and ambition which every worth-
while office worker or executive must have.
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